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Newsletter, Third Quarter, 2018
As this letter is being composed, fires continue to devastate Colorado and close to our
own yards. The weather is largely to blame due to the extreme dry conditions we have
been experiencing for much of the year since last fall. We can only hope that everyone
understands that Stage 2 and Stage 3 fire bans applies as much for them as for others. First
responders and fire teams have enough to do without dealing with fires due to the careless
use of ignition sources.
In the meantime, our own system technicians are busy laying new lines (often where
problems have existed for years). Unexpected line breaks are making their work difficult and
frustrating, but progress on the new lines continue. Equally trying is the effort to satisfy Teller
County’s requirements for backfill and compaction. It is not that the County is intentionally
being difficult; it is the fact that some of the roads we must dig up are lying on poor sub-soil
and assurance is needed that our work is not making things worse (as some OTHER utilities
have done). For the most part the County is pleased with our compliance, but it still adds
time and effort to the projects we would like to complete this summer.
As previously reported, MMWC is replacing all its meters. So far almost a third of the meters
have been replaced. The need to replace meters is due to the pending obsolescence of
current meters. Support services for the current metering system including software and
spare parts has been poor, so a different vendor has been found. After interviewing a substantial number of other customers as references before we settled on this new vendor, we
believe them to be able to meet our needs now and in the future. So far, our expectations
have been met or exceeded. Particularly important is that our management discovered that
National Rural Water Association assisted us with securing a very low interest loan to buy the
metering equipment. This allows us to acquire the system without cost to our members.
A further benefit is that the new equipment only requires about 2-3 hours to read all the
meters. Compare that to the previous 3 days it used to take to get all the meters read and
recorded. This savings in time will pay back fairly quickly. The technology is better; it is more
accurate; it also can help us spot unusual water use whereby we can alert our customers that
they may have a problem.
A final note about our system upgrades: our new water tanks have been approved by the
State. With that hurdle cleared we can keep making progress to get new lines and controls in
place so that we can get the tanks in use and replace the old ones.
As always, thank you for your understanding, support and your business.
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We are in a Stage 3 Burn Ban.
If you don’t know what that means,
please visit the following websites:
http://www.co.teller.co.us/
and
http://www.co.teller.co.us/OEM/Teller%
20County%20Fire%20Ban%20Stage%20III.pdf

